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Abstract. In order to act intelligently, a smart environment needs to
have a notion about its users. Hidden Markov models are especially suited
to recognize for example the state of a meeting in a smart meeting room,
as they can cope with the noisy and intermittent sensor values. However,
modeling the user behavior as an HMM is challenging, because of the
high degrees of freedom the users have when acting in such a smart en-
vironment. Therefore, we compare two methods that ease the automatic
generation of HMM and express the human behavior.

1 Introduction

A smart meeting room should support its users by controlling the state of the
environment depending on the current team activity. When e.g. a presentation
is taking place, the room should setup the multiple devices like projector, lamps
and blinds to ensure optimal visibility for every participant. But before it can do
so, it has to be sure about the current state of the meeting in the environment.

Determining the progress of the meeting in a smart environment can be re-
garded as a classification problem. Classification can be done by model-free ap-
proaches like artificial neural networks, support vector machines or decision trees.
The particular advantage of these methods is that the developer of the smart
environment doesn’t need to know anything about the structure of the problem
(here: the behavior of the humans in the smart environment). Statistical toolk-
its like WEKA [1] offer implementations of a wide number of different machine
learning algorithms. To facilitate the use of machine learning algorithms even
further there exists approaches in the HCI community to directly train statistical
model like dtools [2] and exemplar [3].

The disadvantage of these methods is the requirement of much training data.
Using (supervised) learning is particularly complex in smart environments:
Training data acquisition and annotation is a very expensive task. Furthermore,
it is often difficult to generalize common behavior from the training data (comp.
Figures 2,4). Most of the times, it is not possible to generate training data for
every possible human behavior, even for a closed subset of scenarios like meet-
ings. Therefore, it is advisable to employ methods that need as less training data
as possible.
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Fig. 1. The prototype smart environment where we conduct our experiments

Fig. 2. Left: The noisy and intermittent sensor values from different meetings. Right:
The relation of the sensor data to places and persons after automatic annotation by a
clustering algorithm (Seats, Presenting Zones, Movement).

Another common and well understood approach are hidden Markov models
[4]. The advantage of Markov models is the intuitive manner of fusion common
sense knowledge with a-priory knowledge and available training data. A hidden
Markov model (HMM) estimates the value of an unobservable variable s over
time. The domain of s, denoted by H , represents the set of possible states in
which s can exist. An HMM updates its model of s at discrete intervals or time
steps. At each time step t, s transitions from its previous state st−1 to the
current state st and a set of observations Ot are emitted based on st. The HMM
represents the likelihood of these events by a transition function T (st = hi|st1 =
hj), ∀hi, hj ∈ H and a observation function O(Ot|st = h), ∀h ∈ H . The initial
distribution over s is given by a prior P (s1 = h), ∀h ∈ H .
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Fig. 3. The temporal order of the meeting states, ignoring the execution order of the
presentations

A big advantage for generative models like HMM are the filtering and predic-
tion operations. Given a specific hidden Markov Model and a set of sensor read-
ings O1:t, Bayesian filtering is finding the most probable next state P (st+1|O1:t).
Predicting is finding the most probable a posteriori state P (st + d|O1:t), d > 0.
These properties allow hidden Markov Models to intermittent sensor values and
make predictions about the most probable next activities of the user.

When using HMMs, the designer has to devote most of his efforts to the
question of determining sensible values for the states of s, the domain H and
the observation and prior functions. The generation of these values is a complex
process. Even for small scenarios, s can grow exponentially (comp. Figures 3,6).
Furthermore, this task is repetitive, as the resulting model is tied to its domain
and not reusable. It has to be modified (slightly) for each new situation.

2 Building Hidden Markov Models

To exemplify the technique of intention recognition with HMMs, we examine
a simple meeting that is conducted in a smart meeting room. Three persons
A,B,C meet to discuss the progress of a project. They have an agenda: each
person is giving a short talk and afterward a discussion about the next steps is
scheduled. The smart environment should correctly recognize the meeting states
and furthermore the transitions between these states to configure the room for
each speaker. Therefore, the smart environment is fitted with a real-time local
positioning system to track the movement of the users. Figure 2 and 4 show
the sensor values from a number of different recorded meetings before and after
annotation by a human expert.

2.1 Determining the Structure

In order to employ hidden Markov Models in our prototype smart environment,
we choose a goal-based approach. We define the domain H as the set of goals
(or intentions) the user can accomplish in this room. Intention or goal in this
context is just an arbitrary state that is a synonym for a room configuration
that supports the user in an optimal manner. Giving a presentation is a sensible
state, as this is also a sensible room configuration. Therefore, we already have
four states for the three presentations and the final discussion.

Note that the intention recognition does not control the room, instead it serves
as the input to a component that tries to reach these states in an optimal manner.
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Fig. 4. The states of the meeting, after recording and annotation through a human
expert

For smart environments, a particularly advantageous approach that doesn’t need
a central component is described by Reisse et. al. [5].

The observation function O(st) defines the expected sensor values that can
be observed when the user is in the room. This depends mainly on the type
of sensors that are employed and can be derived from work from the domain
of human action recognition. In our prototype smart environment, we use a
combination of RFID and an indoor positioning system.

The transition function T (st) is the temporal dependence between the goals an
capture in general the user behavior. In a meeting, this information is available in
some form of agenda (most of the time). However, the resulting hidden Markov
model should be flexible enough to recognize derivations from the agenda and
act accordingly. Therefore, we need to specify the most likely activity sequence,
as well as all possible activity sequences of such a meeting. For longer action
sequences, this task is quite complex. We therefore need a technique to model
the activities of humans during a meeting efficiently. Therefore, want compare
some approaches of easing this development step.

2.2 Employing Task Models

Giersich et. al [6] proposed to use task models that could be modified and used as
the transition function T (st) of an HMM. One of the most popular notations with
respect to hierarchical task models, is the Concur Task Tree (CTT) [7] notation.
Each compound activity is broken down into a number of sub-tasks. Possible
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Fig. 5. The task model for the example scenario. The numbers specify the execution
preference of one task over its alternatives. In this scenario, A would be executed 90%
of the time.

execution sequences are constrained by temporal relationships. Giersich et. al
introduced an extension task notation to describe how probable the execution
of one task is over another.

All possible task traces form the complete directed acyclic graph, that is con-
verted to the transitions function T (st). By specifying the execution preference,
the transition function would be tweaked accordingly. The resulting task model
that fits the given specific scenario is depicted in Figure 5.

The advantage of this approach is that the task models are able to describe the
human behavior in an intuitive fashion on a higher semantic level than a plain
transition function. The description of the dependencies of a task is simpler than
specifying all possible execution histories.

In order to complete the proposal by Giersich et. al and generate the complete
hidden Markov model from the task model, we propose two further extensions:
First, the designer must specify the observation function O(st) for each activity.
In our scenario, the designer must add the (approximate) movement pattern for
all persons for each activity. As can be seen in Figure 2 most activities are sta-
tionary. During the presentation, the presenter is moving through the presenter
zone and the other persons are listening at their seats. Sensor noise increases
the radius of the places. All movement of the people (in grey) is captured by a
single circle, capturing the full smart environment.

Second, the designer can optionally specify a duration for each activity with a
mean and a variance. Temporal aspects of an HMMs can be modelled with neg-
ative binomials. For more information about what HMMs can do, the interested
reader is referred to [8].

When both pieces of information are incorporated into the task model, it is
straightforward to generate the complete hidden Markov model from the task
model. When duration information is given, the recognition rate of the hidden
Markov model can be increased.

A problem that is still present when using task models is that a task model
still describes only one specific scenario. The resulting HMM is not suitable when
the domain changes, e.g. a fourth person takes part in the meeting. This prob-
lem could be further diminished by introducing roles. The notion is to describe
the behavior of people in the smart environment as ”role models” and attach
every person taking part in the meeting a role. This would further facilitate the
generation of task models for similar situations but is part of future work.
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2.3 Partial Order Planning

A different approach to generate the number of states and their dependencies
is to use concepts of the planning community. We first proposed this approach
in [9]. The main idea is to describe the behavior of the humans as planning
operators, e.g. in STRIPS [10]. Every planning operator consists of a number of
preconditions and effects. The operator ”Give a Presentation” can for example
be written as:

(:action present

:parameters(?who)

:precondition (and (prepare-presentation ?who)

(forall (?x - user)

(or (=?x ?who) (prepare-sit-and-listen ?x))))

:effect (and (has-presented ?who)(not (prepare-presentation ?who)))

)

The prepare-* conditions ensure that the user has e.g. moved to the right
destination and divide each task into a prepare and an act part. The progress of
the meeting is stored in the has-* conditions. The devices and persons that are
present during the meeting are given as initial states to the planner. The goal
(in our scenario the meeting), is the set of actions that need to be accomplished.
Expressed in a planning language like STRIPS, a goal description for a meeting
looks like this: All persons have given a presentation and taken part in the
discussion.

(:goal
(forall (?p - person)
(and (has-presented ?p) (has-discussed ?p) )

)
)

The result of a partial order planning process is a directed acyclic graph that
is one of the possible execution histories of a meeting. The sum of all valid plans
is therefore the complete graph that can be translated into the transition func-
tion of an HMM. Assigning good transition probabilities is still a challenge. We
settled for a rather simple approach: The transition probabilities can be specified
by the designer or else a default forward probability, depending on the number
of possible branches in the graph (see Figure 6), is assigned. Implementing du-
rative actions is straightforward, as durative actions are already available in the
STRIPS language.

In order to prove the feasibility of this approach, we implemented a simple
forward planner that builds up the complete directed acyclic graph. While the
planner is not suitable for all types of planning problems, the description of the
human behavior in a meeting room is in comparison a relatively small planning
problem with, in our scenario, about 300 operators. Therefore a complete a-
priory iteration through the search space is still possible. A meeting scenario
with three people is depicted in Figure 6 and consists of 88 states.
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Fig. 6. The sum of all possible plan for the meeting with three persons, generated by
a planner. The numbers at the arcs are the transition probabilities.

This approach has the advantage that only context that could be sensed auto-
matically (like the number of persons and the possible user goals from the agenda)
is needed and the suitable human behavior model is generated automatically.

A further advantage is the (in principle) higher complexity models that can
be built. A model for a four person meeting grows to 250 states. Unfortunately,
the resulting model is way too large to be depicted in this publication.

For even larger and more complex models it is not possible to expand the
full plan with a deep search first a-priory. However with approximate inference
methods like particle filters it is not necessary to expand the full search space.
Instead one needs to consider only the next steps that are valid transitions
from the current state. Plans that are not compatible with the sensor data are
automatically pruned by the filter.

3 Comparing the Resulting Models

After presenting each approach, what is the recommendation when you want
to build an intention recognition system? Task models have the advantage that
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they are well known to the HCI designer and are a intuitive way to specify
the temporal order. By generating the resulting set of possible task traces, the
designer knows what is recognisable by the resulting hidden Markov model.

However, this is still a manual approach of generating the HMMs. The designer
has to specify every possible behavior a-priory. This approach is limited to closed,
simpler scenarios like e.g. small meetings in a smart meeting room. Furthermore,
the resulting intention recognition should work in an ad-hoc scenario as well,
where people bring some of the infrastructure into the room. Therefore, for
more complex scenarios, other methods like the planning approach can capture
the human behavior better. The planning approach can even be fully automated,
which is better suitable for ad-hoc environments. However, for an HCI designer,
the initial learning curve is quite high as he must get used to a new way of
expressing activities with conditions and effects. Finding errors is also not as
intuitive as when using CTT, because the resulting graphs from the planner can
get more complex.

When the designer builds a complete CTT model, the resulting structure is
identical in both approaches. Therefore, a similar performance is expected in
real-world evaluation. The task-model approach is again slightly advantageous
when searching for errors. Therefore, for smaller projects the recommendation is
to use task models. However, one has to be aware of the fast growing complexity:
even a four-person meetings can already expand to 240 states.

4 Conclusion and Outlook

Inferring the current state of the meeting is an important step in the data pro-
cessing chain in smart environments. Using HMMs is especially favorable, as
these models merge a-priory knowledge with sensor data to deliver good accu-
racy without the need for expensive training data.

However, these models need to be adapted for every individual meeting and
smart environment. Therefore, the generation of simple yet powerful HMMs has
to be simplified. Planning and task models are both promising techniques to
reduce the complexity of modeling human behavior with HMMs.

This work is part of the research of the graduate school MuSAMA and sup-
ported by the German Research Foundation (DFG).
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